
“Now, there are many other things that Jesus did.  

If they were all written down one by one, I suppose that the whole world  

could not hold the books that would be written.”  John’s Gospel 21:25 TEV  

April 2014 

I have always been a fascinated by this verse that John uses to close the account of Jesus and His life. 

With a small sigh, I wonder, ‘Will we get to learn about these things in Heaven?’ From a translator’s 

perspective, this verse brings another, larger sigh. This final 

verse of John’s Gospel is verse number 878. When working 

verse by verse through the Gospel, the translator is so glad 

to reach this final verse, and is a just a little happy that 

there are not heaps more verses to translate or to check.     

March was a very busy month here in Ukarumpa. Anna 

Stoppels was here from the Netherlands working with two of 

our Onobasulu translators. They did complete the advisor 

check of John’s Gospel on Anna’s last working day before her 

return to the Netherlands. I was involved during this 

checking as logistics coordinator. So, together we 

accomplished this goal. 

Below is a table that shows our overall progress in translating the New Testament into the Onobasulu 

language. We do have some portions of the Old Testament drafted. However, those statistics are not 

included in this chart. 

Amount of NT in first draft 5792 verses ~ 73% of NT Still to go: 2162 verses 

Amount of NT Advisor Checked 5490 verses ~ 69% of NT Still to go: 2464 verses 

Amount of NT Village Checked 4587 verses 57.7 % of NT Still to go: 3367 verses 

Consultant checked & Published 3461 verses 43.5 % of NT Still to go: 4493 verses 

Anna is back in the Netherlands now, and already planning on next year’s trip to continue with advisor 

checking. Here in PNG, the Onobasulu translators and I will work on the first draft some of the remaining 

epistles. We will also do village checking for John’s Gospel, and we hope to have Luke’s Gospel consultant 

checked. Pray for a consultant to be available to help us. We have requested a consultant, but have not 

heard back who can help us. 

On April 7, Lindsey Alexander and I go out to Walagu village for about 6 

weeks. Michael Wright and LaVeryl Voss also go out to Walagu. They are 

two construction guys planning to work with the Onobasulu people to build 

a new translation and literacy building. They plan on being in Walagu just 

over 3 weeks. The lumber for the building has already been cut. Those 

first 3 weeks of construction time will keep all four of us busy. Don’t 

worry, I am not really going to be doing actual building work, just logistics 

like food, laundry, and whatever is needed. Lindsey will be concentrating 

on learning Onobasulu language and culture. She will also do some scripture 

recording. 

You may remember that in the past we have had troubles with the Walagu 

airstrip being in good enough condition for aircraft to fly into safely. At 

this time the airstrip is officially closed to fixed wing aircraft. So, the 

preparations to head to Walagu with four people, along with our food and language materials has been 



hectic. Adding construction tools and materials makes the planning even more difficult. We already sent 

some cargo out to a neighboring airstrip. We four will fly on a helicopter to Walagu. The helicopter will 

then do shuttles to get the cargo to us. It will also shuttle the portable sawmill and one construction 

worker back to the plane for a return to Ukarumpa. Below is the portable sawmill arriving at Walagu in 

February. Are you confused yet? Now, you can imagine my days, with many changes in our construction and 

flight plans every few days as new details surfaced.  

In the last few days, I learned of a new complication. That once again some of my Walagu equipment had 

been damaged by lightning strike. This was hard news for me. I do not know many details. But I am trying 

to take out some replacements. Pray for wisdom as our cargo weight space is very close to filling the 

maximum the plane and helicopter can safely carry. 

PRAISE POINTS: 

  * Praise to God for the advisor check of John’s Gospel; 

  * For Lindsey joining the Onobasulu team and her enthusiastic attitude towards our work;  

  * For Anna being able to continue working with us from the Netherlands and a short visit to PNG each year; 

  * For Michael and LaVeryl using their construction talents to build us a new, safe office building. 

PRAYER POINTS: 

  * For good and safe travel on a number of upcoming flights into and out of Walagu; 

  * For provision from God, especially the needed work on both the literacy office and Walagu airstrip; 

  * For wisdom and strength and safety during our time in Walagu; 

  * For new or increased prayer and financial partners for my budget, including increased flying costs. 

 

In His Love,  

Beverly R. Mosley 
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